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Introduction
Genomic data are rapidly amassing as a result of recent advancements in next-generation
genomic sequencing and other high-throughput “-omics” technologies (Mardis, 2008; Horvitz
and Mitchell, 2010; Koboldt et al., 2010; Kahn, 2011). Yet, we are far from an era of routine
genetic screening (Evans and Berg, 2014). In order to take full advantage of the wealth of
genomic data available today, and thereby better serve patients, technological advances are
required to enable the secure, cost-effective, efficient, and accurate processing of genome-wide
data, from sample collection in the clinic to physician or researcher interpretation of results
(Ahalt et al., 2014; the Global Alliance to Enable Responsible Sharing of Genomic and Clinical
Data, 2013; Data and Informatics Working Group, National Institutes of Health BD2K Initiative,
2012).
Herein, we describe the Genetic Medical Workflow (GMW) Engine—an open source system
that provides end-to-end capture, analysis, validation, and reporting of genome-wide data for use
in research and routine clinical care.
The GMW Engine
The GMW Engine was developed initially to support a National Institutes of Health (NIH)–
funded clinical research study, “North Carolina Clinical Genomic Evaluation by NextGen
Exome Sequencing” (NCGENES; Foreman et al., 2013) at the University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill (UNC). NCGENES has both clinical and research arms and aims to explore the use
of whole exome sequencing data in genomic medicine. The initial development of the GMW

Engine was prompted by an early recognition that in order to achieve the goals of NCGENES, a
comprehensive solution was required for the management of numerous people, processes,
samples, and information—a complex endeavor. Initially, RENCI evaluated existing open source
or proprietary workflow management systems; however, none of the existing systems were
deemed capable (without major modification) of managing all of the disparate groups and legacy
data systems in place at UNC. A custom solution was needed to meet the following high-level
criteria:
• Present a secure user interface (UI) to capture and display contextually relevant
information to and from users representing greater than 20 unique study roles;
• Manage and orchestrate complex processes that span numerous UNC laboratories and
research teams;
• Orchestrate initial, secondary, and tertiary data analysis pipelines on multiple UNC
compute clusters;
• Automatically collect analysis results and situational awareness information from
multiple and disparate UNC data systems; and
• Monitor and audit user and process performance, as well as overall system health.
All of these features were incorporated into the custom-built GMW Engine. The GMW Engine
serves as a centralized workflow manager; it executes discrete, automated- or user-driven
workflows, UIs, and tracking systems (Figure 1). Specifically, it activates and tracks workflows
related to: patient/subject flow from the initial clinic visit to consultation regarding genomic
findings to follow-up visits; genetic sample flow from collection to processing to sequencing;
and data flow from analysis to annotation to reporting. The GMW Engine provides several
services via this process: system integration; system management; quality control; auditing;
signaling; and reporting.	
  

Figure 1. A schematic showing the workflows managed by the GMW Engine, with arrows
depicting the flow of information. AnnoBot = Annotation Bot; BSP lab = BioSpecimen
Processing laboratory; CANVAS = CAroliNa Variant Annotation Store; CLIA lab = a laboratory
certified to meet U.S. Congressional Clinical Laboratory Improvements Amendments; Dx =
diagnostic; ELSI Researcher = Ethical, Legal, and Social Implications Researcher; EMR =
Electronic Medical Record; iRODS = integrated Rule-Oriented Data System; MaPSeq =
Massively Parallel Sequencing system; PHI = Protected Health Information; QC = Quality
Control; WebCIS = Web-based Clinical Information System; Wet lab = basic science laboratory.
To understand the GMW Engine and the operations of the different workflows, consider the
Project Operations workflow. This is where research project–specific operations take place, from
the identification of potential subjects to enrollment and informed consent to collection of blood
for the processing of genomic DNA. The Project Operations workflow also involves interactions
between the clinician researcher (or ELSI researcher) and the patient/subject. Each step of the
Project Operations is securely tracked by the GMW Engine such that only authorized persons
(e.g., the researcher, research nurse, information technology staff) can view the status of the
project at any given time. Automated tracking also allows for auditing and signaling to ensure
compliance with all privacy, security, and ELSI requirements. It should be noted that the Project
Operations workflow is comprised of more than one workflow, each of which is orchestrated by
the GMW Engine. For example, the Initial Subject Enrollment sub-workflow (described under

Use Case #2) is just one of several sub-workflows that are managed under the Project Operations
workflow.
Completion of the Project Operations workflow automatically leads, via the GMW Engine, to the
processing of the coded blood sample by the BioSpecimen Processing (BSP) laboratory, where a
new BSP Laboratory Information Management System (LIMS)–based workflow is initiated to
track the initial processing of samples (i.e., DNA isolation). The BSP LIMS–based workflow is
fully integrated with the GMW Engine, in order to keep the systems synchronized. Of note, all
subject Protected Health Information (PHI) is securely stored using the open source REDCapTM,
which is also integrated with the GMW Engine. The PHI data are derived from the Web-based
Clinical Information System (WebCIS), which is UNC Health Care’s homegrown Electronic
Medical Record (EMR) system. (We note that UNC Health Care is transitioning to the
commercial Epic EMR system, so further modification of the GMW Engine is expected. The
system is designed for flexibility, so modifications require minimal effort.)
	
  

After the BSP workflow has been successfully executed and coded DNA has been obtained, the
samples are sent to a basic science laboratory in UNC’s Genetic Medical Building, where a new
workflow is initiated. There, samples undergo further processing (i.e., DNA amplification and
other steps in preparation for sequencing). Completion of secondary sample processing leads to
the execution of the High-Throughput Sequencing Facility (HTSF) workflow, where the raw
genomic sequencing data are generated. Both the Genetic Medical Building and HTSF
workflows are managed using the BSP LIMS, although all workflow steps are tracked by the
GMW Engine for auditing purposes and to allow only authorized users to view the status of any
given workflow.
Completion of the HTSF workflow leads to the execution of the MaPSeq system, which is
designed to perform multiple levels of genomic data analysis on a massively parallel
computational cluster (Reilly et al., 2014). Specifically, MaPSeq is an open source, plugin-based,
service-oriented application developed by RENCI in collaboration with UNC’s Information
Technology Services, Research Computing Division. MaPSeq provides a framework for
facilitating the construction, deployment, and activation of project-specific, downstream,
sequence analysis pipelines. The analysis pipelines invoke project-defined computation on the
output from the raw HTSF data, such as genomic sequence alignment and variant
calling. MaPSeq is designed to opportunistically take advantage of available institution-wide and
cloud-based computational resources, including OSG, TeraGrid, and computational clusters
available at RENCI and UNC’s Department of Computer Science. MaPSeq was developed
initially to support a genomics research project within the Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer
Center at UNC, but it is now used to support numerous high-throughput sequencing projects at
UNC, including NCGENES.
The MaPSeq workflow pushes data into CANVAS,2 which works together with AnnoBot as
open source, homegrown technologies to enable the capture, storage, and updating of
annotations to provide critical clinical interpretations of genomic data and metadata to attribute
provenance or “ownership” and record the history of a given data set (e.g., type of sample,
laboratory processing steps, analysis steps, validity and reliability estimates, etc.) (Bizon et al.,
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CANVAS (CAroliNa Variant Annotation System) was originally termed VarDB (Variant DataBase).

2014). CANVAS is a relational PostgreSQL database that stores up-to-date annotation and
related metadata on genomic variants. As variant data from GMW Engine–supported research
projects are pushed into CANVAS, they are matched against reference variant data from RefSeq
and annotated accordingly. Additional annotation and associated metadata on variants are pulled
into CANVAS by AnnoBot. AnnoBot is comprised of a set of pythonTM modules, as well as
software driver code, designed to automatically monitor targeted databases for updates, extract
new or revised annotation, and add that annotation to the variant data in CANVAS. The
databases that are currently monitored by AnnoBot include dbSNP, the 1000 Genomes Project,
ESP, HGNC, HGMD®, and ClinVar. CANVAS and AnnoBot together provide interpretations of
genomic variant data that can be used to evaluate the diagnostic capability of identified genomic
variants.
For NCGENES, CANVAS uses a Clinical Binning (ClinBin) schema to compute on the
annotated variant data in order to determine which of two database Bins the identified
patient/subject variants should get pushed into: the Diagnostic (Dx) Bin or the Incidental Bin.
The Dx Bin includes variants that were targeted for a given patient/subject on the basis of a
defined phenotype and have established clinical validity and utility (Shoenbill et al., 2014); in
contrast, the Incidental Bin includes incidental findings,3 or variants that were identified during
the sequencing effort but were not targeted as part of the diagnosis. (See Foreman et al., 2013 for
a more detailed description of the binning process.) Note that only the targeted diagnostic
findings are used for clinical care; incidental findings are used for research purposes only, unless
they are classified as “medically actionable” under guidelines put forth by the American College
of Medical Genetics and Genomics (Foreman et al., 2013; Green et al., 2013).
Table 1 shows the current number of genes/loci associated with the different diagnostic classes
currently explored by NCGENES. Note that the data in both the Dx and Incidental Bins can be
used for exploratory research (as opposed to the initial hypothesis-driven research), in which
case the researcher re-analyzes the data post hoc to data-mine for unrecognized, potential
associations between phenotype and genotype. Note also that the Incidental Bin is further
subdivided on the basis of the degree of clinical validity and utility of genes/loci and specific
research needs (schema not depicted here).
Table 1. Number of targeted genes associated with different diagnostic classes in the NCGENES
study.
Diagnostic Class
Number genes/loci
Arrhythmia
31
Autoinflammation
15
Cancer
58
Cardiomyopthathy
75
CNS
449
Dysmorphology
420
Immunodeficiency
59
Intellectual Disability and Autism
521
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“Incidental findings” refer to genomic variants that are identified as a result of a genetic screening test but are
unrelated to the targeted genes for which the testing was performed. The ethical use of incidental findings has been a
topic of much debate (Evans and Berg, 2014).

Leukodystrophy
Microcephaly
Mitochondrial
Myasthenia
Myopathy
Neuromuscular Disorders
Neuropathy
Polyposis
Progeria
Retina
Rhabdomyolysis
Seizure
Skeletal Dysplasia
Spastic Paraplegia
Storage Disorders
Thoracic Aneurysm/Dissection

46
69
109
15
99
162
80
5
18
214
46
103
162
45
91
12

As required by the 1988 U.S. Congressional CLIA, patient (as opposed to research) samples are
processed in a CLIA-certified laboratory to ensure analytical validity (Shoenbill et al., 2014) and
to meet the quality standards put forth by the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services and the
Food & Drug Administration. After processing in MaPSeq, variant data that are derived from a
patient sample are reviewed by a Molecular Analyst, who determines which of the identified
mutation(s) is clinically significant. Those results get passed to a Molecular Pathologist, who
performs a secondary sequence analysis on the genetic sample in order to ensure that the
mutation(s) truly exists (i.e., to verify the genetic finding[s]). The Molecular Pathologists’ final
report is then sent to WebCIS for incorporation into the patient’s EMR. Each step in these
workflows is executed and tracked by the GMW Engine.
iRODS (Moore and Marciano, 2005; Rajasekar et al., 2010a,b; Schmitt et al. 2013) is used by the
GMW Engine for secure data transfer and indexing among the disparate data analysis systems
that are managed by the GMW Engine. iRODS is an open source, policy-based solution to
access, share, integrate, publish, preserve, and manage data and associated metadata among
remote data sources and diverse user communities. iRODS was developed by the Data Intensive
Cyber Environments groups at UNC and the University of California at San Diego, with
contributions from RENCI and other groups through the iRODS Consortium. iRODS was
architected and designed to allow different adopter groups, with differing institutional goals and
security concerns, to develop and deploy policies for data sharing that are specific to
organizational needs. The GMW Engine relies on iRODS for secure, policy-based data transfer.
Finally, background daemons perform a continuous Quality Control (QC) check on the GMW
Engine and the various systems and processes it relies on. The daemons use process connectors
to query systems in order to track patients/subjects/samples/data and send error notification
signals or alerts to Administrators and the staff member(s) who is responsible for the item of
interest at that particular stage of processing. QC reports are also periodically generated for
auditing.

Examples of GMW Engine Functionality
Although the GMW Engine was developed initially for NCGENES, it has since been modified
and expanded for use in several additional research studies (see Impact section), and
development continues as new user needs and tools become available. The workflows that are
invoked by the GMW Engine are specific for each project and tailored to achieve the aims of that
project. Each workflow depicted in Figure 1 is typically comprised of a comprehensive set of
specific tasks organized in a decision tree or a linked subset of workflows organized in a similar
manner.
We present two use cases for the GMW Engine: (1) the overall GMW Engine workflow
processes and UIs engaged by NCGENES; and (2) the Initial Subject Enrollment and Genomic
Sequencing workflows invoked by NCGENES.
Use Case #1: GMW Engine Workflow Processes and UIs for NCGENES
Figure 2 depicts the GMW Engine workflow processes that are engaged by NCGENES and
specific to that project. (Not shown are the underlying REDCapTM, iRODS, and System QC
systems. Also not shown are the ELSI Researcher and Exploratory Researcher.) The process
begins with step (1), when the Clinician Researcher activates the Project Operations workflow,
which includes the Initial Subject Enrollment workflow (discussed below). The numerical steps
can then be traced to show the flow of subjects/patients, samples, and data. The final step, as
outlined here, is step (20), in which the final clinical report from the Molecular Pathologist is
loaded into WebCIS for incorporation into the patient’s EMR.

Figure 2. The main GMW Engine workflows engaged by NCGENES, with the flow of
information marked as numerical steps. AnnoBot = Annotation Bot; BSP lab = BioSpecimen
Processing laboratory; CANVAS = CAroliNa Variant Annotation Store; CLIA lab = a laboratory
certified to meet U.S. Congressional Clinical Laboratory Improvements Amendments; Dx =
diagnostic; EMR = Electronic Medical Record; MaPSeq = Massively Parallel Sequencing
system; WebCIS = Web-based Clinical Information System; Wet lab = basic science laboratory.
A unique feature of NCGENES is its UIs. RENCI worked with NCGENES investigators to
develop comprehensive UIs that are currently being used to support the NCGENES research
project and will be evaluated for use as general Genomic Clinical Decision Support tools. Two
example UIs are shown in Figures 3 and 4. The UI shown in Figure 3 displays study status and
details for an individual patient/subject (identified in the figure as NCG_00256) and includes
information related to diagnostic and incidental genomic findings, completed NCGENES
workflows, current status (in terms of study completion), and whether the subject is in
compliance with the study protocol. This UI provides information that is easy to read and
interpret and can be used by any member of the study team, from Study Coordinator to Clinician
Researcher to System Administrator.

Figure 3. An NCGENES UI showing study status and results for participant NCG_00256. Dx =
Diagnostic; ID = identifier.
In contrast, the UI shown in Figure 4 provides more comprehensive, detailed information than
that shown in Figure 3. This UI was designed for use by the Molecular Analyst; it provides all of
the information required to interpret the genomic sequencing results and reach a conclusion
regarding an individual patient/subject. For example, information is provided on the effect of the
variant on protein structure and function, the variant’s accession number (if available), Quality
Control metrics, annotation derived from other sources, and molecular transcript information.
Many of the UI fields contain hyperlinks to additional data sources, including the annotation
sources that are monitored by AnnoBot and pushed back into CANVAS. The Molecular Analyst
UI requires advanced training in the interpretation of fields and thus would not be used by a
Study Coordinator, System Administrator, or any member of the study team other than the
Molecular Analyst.

Figure 4. An NCGENES UI showing detailed results for review by the Molecular Analyst. Note
that this UI is intentionally more comprehensive and detailed than the UI shown in Figure 3
because it is designed to provide all of the information required by the Molecular Analyst to
analyze the results for a given patient/subject. The blow-ups show the types of information
available through this UI.
Use Case #2: Workflow Schematics for NCGENES
As discussed, each of the workflows depicted in Figures 1 and 2 typically involves numerous
steps and processes, and often includes sub-workflows. One such sub-workflow, under Project
Operations, is the Initial Subject Enrollment workflow (Figure 5). Note that each and every step
in this seemingly “simple” workflow is specified and tracked by the GMW Engine. This level of
detail provides for a comprehensive, secure process to facilitate genomic research.

Figure 5. The Initial Subject Enrollment sub-workflow invoked during the execution of the
Project Operations workflow. Note the complexity of the sub-workflow. The GMW Engine
tracks each step of this sub-workflow and any others that are engaged by a given research
project. BSP = BioSpecimen Processing laboratory; CLIA lab = a laboratory certified to meet
U.S. Congressional Clinical Laboratory Improvements Amendments; Dx = diagnostic; IDs =

identifiers; iRODS = integrated Rule-Oriented Data System; NCGENES = North Carolina
Clinical Genomic Evaluation by NextGen Exome Sequencing; wet lab = basic science
laboratory.
An important workflow is the Genomic Sequencing workflow (Figure 6). Note that this
workflow contains its own sub-workflows, including the sequence analysis workflow used by
MaPSeq and the binning workflow invoked by CANVAS. Of mention, communication and data
transfer between the MaPSeq and CANVAS workflow pipelines are managed by iRODS. In
particular, the MaPSeq workflow is registered with iRODS and uses iRODS to request a table in
CANVAS, as needed. The GMW Engine is integrated with iRODS, MaPSeq, and CANVAS and
manages the request by using metadata tags in iRODS to automatically look up the appropriate
data files in MaPSeq and load those files into CANVAS.

Figure 6. The Genomic Sequencing workflow. Note that this workflow invokes several subworkflows, including the sequence analysis workflow used by MaPSeq and the binning
workflow used by CANVAS. The GMW Engine tracks each step of the overall workflow and its
sub-workflows. BSP = BioSpecimen Processing laboratory; CANVAS = CAroliNa Variant
Annotation Store; CASAVA = Consensus Assessment of Sequence and Variation; Dx =
Diagnostic; HTSF = High-Throughput Sequencing Facility; ID = identifier; LIMS = Laboratory
Information Management System; NCGENES = North Carolina Clinical Genomic Evaluation by
NextGen Exome Sequencing; PIPE DB = pipeline database; QA = Quality Assurance; QC =
Quality Control; sd = standard deviation; vcf = variant call format.
Conclusion
The GMW Engine is an open source architecture that seamlessly coordinates numerous
workflows, sub-workflows, samples, data, and people to provide an end-to-end approach to
genomics, from initial clinic visit to reporting of genomic findings, thus enabling the secure and
efficient use of whole-genome data in genomic research today and in genomic medicine in the
near future.
Key Features:
• Architecture is open source
• Numerous open source technologies are incorporated
• Engine is modifiable, extendable, and scalable
• Workflows are customizable
• Workflows can be modified while running
• Multiple workflows are capable of running simultaneously
Underlying Software and Technologies:
• Technology Stack:
o ApacheTM SOAP MTOM
o ApacheTM ActiveMQ STOMP – JMS mapping
o iRODS
o Microsoft IIS 7.0
o Microsoft SQL Server 2008 R2
o PHP 5.3
o JQuery 1.7.1
o JQWidgets
o Several database connectors, including SQL Server, MySQL, Oracle, and
PostgreSQL
o Multiple UI plugins, including a calendar, barcodes, etc.
•

Development Environment:
o ApacheTM SVN® Repository
o Chrome development tools
o Eclipse IDE
o Firefox FireBug 1.10.3

o Microsoft SQL Server Management Studio
o PostgreSQL pgAdmin
o Sparx Enterprise Architect
Impact:
• Currently supports variant annotation for the following research programs: (1) National
Human Genome Research Institute–funded NCGENES, ”North Carolina Clinical
Genomic Evaluation by NextGen Exome Sequencing” (Dr. James Evans, PI), which is
conducting whole exome sequencing of >2,000 patient samples drawn from multiple
disease categories; (2) National Institute of Child Health and Development–funded NC
Nexus, “North Carolina Newborn Exome Sequencing and Newborn Screening Disorders”
(Dr. Cynthia Powell, PI), which aims to conduct whole exome sequencing on 400 patient
samples; (3) UNCSeq, which applies tumor sequencing technology for >2,000 patient
samples in order to identify mutations that are amenable to targeted treatments; and (4)
National Institute on Drug Abuse–funded NIDASeq "Deep Sequencing Studies for
Cannabis and Stimulant Dependence" (Dr. Kirk Wilhelmsen, PI), which is conducting
whole genome sequencing of ~5,500 patient samples.
• Also supports the NIH-funded Clinical Genome Resource (ClinGen) initiative (Dr.
Jonathan Berg, Site PI), which involves a national effort to develop consensus annotation
for the NIH Clinical Variant (ClinVar) database.
• Aggregates and stores ~6,000 additional genomes derived from public databases and used
for analysis in ongoing genomic research studies; these are obtained from the 1000
Genomes project, The Cancer Genome Atlas project, the national Exome Sequencing
Project, and Complete Genomics.
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